YEARS 1 to 2/3

Maths Box Lime
Great Problem Solving for the Early Years
Maths Box Lime is a unique multi-levelled resource that provides
activities designed to improve the mathematical skills, strategies,
knowledge, reasoning and problem solving ability of students.
Maths Box Lime
targets problem-solving in the early years.

ISBN 978-0-9922996-8-2

Key Features
Red 2

•

Content designed for Years 1 to 2/3.

•

Great for individualised learning, small groups or whole class
instruction.
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In paper clips, how long is the pencil?
How long is the pencil sharpener?
How long is the eraser?
How wide is the eraser?
How long are the scissors?
How wide are the scissors?
How long is the stapler?
How high is the stapler?
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A complete set of laminated answer cards.
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Write all answers on your response sheet.
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300 solid laminated cards that are larger than A4.
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5 There were 8 mice at the step. A cat came.
Half of them raced off. How many mice are being
chased by the cat?
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Useful for gifted and talented children depending on
the grade it is used on or the ability of the class.

The following items have
been measured using paper clips.
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Using informal units

8 There are 15 mice in the cage. 8 mice are brown,
4 mice are grey and the rest are white. How many
mice are white?

2 A mouse has a 5 cm body and the tail is the same
length as the body. How long would two mice be? 9 There were 18 mice in the barn. The farmer put
his 3 cats in the barn. One cat caught 6 mice.
3 There are 9 mice in the field. 7 more mice come,
The other cats caught 3 each. How many mice
Please DO NOT write on cards
and 2 run away. How many mice are now in the
are still in the barn?
field?
10 There are 8 adult mice. 2 mice are not mothers.
4 5 mice were eating cheese. 3 mice were sleeping.
There are 36 babies in total. Each mouse had
4 mice were eating crumbs. How many mice
the same amount of babies. How many baby
were eating?
mice did each mother have?
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Allows for in-depth study of a topic by providing sets
of graded cards developing the topic being taught.
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Yellow 1

Number of items sold

needs of children in their class.

1 There are 4 mouse holes. Two mice live in each
hole. How many mice altogether?
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7 Dad bought Liam 4 pet mice. His sister gave him
2 more. One mouse had 3 babies. How many
mice are there altogether now?

us

30 topic card sets addressing all strands
- Number and Algebra
- Measurement and Geometry
- Statistics and Probability

Please DO NOT write on cards

6 Tim the mouse had a tail that was 5 cm long.
Tom’s tail was 3 cm longer than his, and Terry
had a tail 1 cm longer than Tom’s. How long was
Terry’s tail?
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Multi-step Problems

Stationery items

Write all answers on your response sheet.
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1 Is this graph a column graph?
2 Sam’s Bargain Sale is the title on
this graph?
3 Do the numbers on the left side of the
graph increase by lots of 1,2 or 3?
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Please DO NOT write on cards

4 Which item was sold in the greatest
number?
5 Which item sold the lowest quantity?
6 How many pens were sold altogether?
7 How many staplers and
brushes were sold altogether?
8 How many more scissors
were sold than rulers?
9 How much money was
made from the sale of staplers?
10 How much money was made from
the sale of pens?
11 Does the horizontal axis on the base
of the graph list stationery items?
12 How much money was taken from
the sale of sharpeners?
13 How much money was made from
the sale of scissors?
14 How much money was taken from
the sale of rulers?
15 Which item made the least money?
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Problem Solving

Teacher’s Folder Contents

Many of the 300 activities provide a variety of
problem-solving skills. In addition to this, there

Teacher’s Book which includes:
Teacher notes – background information
Mathematical language – student support ideas
Full list of all cards in Maths Box Lime
Blackline masters
Student response pad
Student progress chart

•
•
•
•
•

Visual Problems
Number Story Investigations 1, 2 & 3
Open-ended Problems
Conceptual Problems
Multi-step Problems 1 & 2

Maths Box Orange
Problem solving, understanding and concept development
A unique multi-levelled and multi-topic resource providing activities designed
to improve the mathematical understanding of students.
Maths Box Orange is great for individuals or groups. It is written by experienced
NSW teachers including Harry O’Brien (Maths Plus), Steve Murray and Deborah
Reinholtd, who was the Primary Maths Teacher of the Year for 2012.

Maths Box Orange
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•

Content for Year 3 to Year 5

•

•

Enormously varied and expansive content

•

Numerous number strategies addressed

•

300 laminated activities in total covering 30
topics

•

Provides extra support for individuals or groups

•

Teacher’s book providing content descriptions,
teacher notes and blackline masters

•

Fabulous full colour design

•

Captivation activities for young learners

•

Problem Solving

– Open-ended investigations
– Number story investigations
– Multi-step investigations
– Conceptual problems

Maths Box Aqua

Teacher grades students into
the box accordingly.

The student always starts on card 1 of the allocated
topic. The cards must be completed in order of 1 to 10
as they are graded in a learning sequence.
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The card is marked
by the student.

personal progress chart.

•

Suitable for Years 5 to 6/7

•

Content grouped in sets for in-depth learning

•

Allows for in-depth study of a topic by providing
sets of graded cards developing the topic being
taught

•

Laminated cards that are larger than A4

•

Strategy and concept cards graded from 1 to 10

•

Diagnostic quizzes to assist teachers with
assessments or pinpoint weaknesses

•

Provides easily found quality continuum or
curriculum content

•

Useful for gifted and talented students

•

Student progress charts are provided allowing
both the teacher and student to track their
progress in the box

•

30 curriculum topic card sets addressing all
strands of:
- Number and Algebra
- Measurement and Geometry
- Statistics and Probability

•

Great for individualised learning, group or whole
class instruction

•

Enormously varied and engaging content

Ph +64 9 294 6755
www.readpacific.co.nz

